
Acknowledgement of NO REFUND POLICY 

Apacheria Gravel / Douglas, AZ – November 16, 2024 

2024 REFUND POLICY:  YOUR ENTRY is NON-REFUNDABLE - (Apacheria Gravel) as 

presented by Apacheria Gravel LLC’. 

You will see optional ride cancellation coverage offered by a THIRD PARTY, available for 

purchase during your EVENT registration, on the BikeReg.com platform.  The optional insurance 

generally covers accidents and illness leading up to the EVENT (11/16/24).  This optional 

insurance is NOT !! a “CHANGE MY MIND POLICY.” It does NOT !! cover: change of plans, lack of 

training, minor injuries (with out a certified, licensed, registered and in good standing  Medical 

Doctor / ‘MD’) general sickness, bad weather day or simply having a bad day, ETC. 

PLEASE seriously consider purchasing additional ‘third party’ rider insurance (play your long 

game) if your would like the extra peace of mind.  Check the policy limitations before you 

purchase a third party insurance policy.                                                                                    

ATTENTION:  NO EXCEPTIONS.  Planning your event season is a real process.  Please engage.  

Please do NOT !! email, call or write a letter and ASK Apacheria Gravel LLC for a refund.  It is 

UNFAIR to those participants who INVESTED in the third party insurance policy.  This is a non 

negotiable situation and issue.  The Apacheria Gravel LLC will not be shamed into or portrayed 

as the bad guy.  Apacheria Gravel LLC is a team of seasoned event creators, promoters and 

producers, consequently, we will deliver an event that will exceed your expectations. 

Here are several options that MIGHT BE AN OPTION for you IF you are UNABLE to ride:              

IF WE SELL OUT:  Entry fees (what was actually paid) MINUS all transaction fees (& taxes) AND 

MINUS an additional $20.00 will be available, forty five (45) days after the date of the EVENT 

(December 31, 2024) ONLY if the EVENT has a wait list on Saturday, November 10, 2024 at 

11:59 PM AZ Time.  Again – All processing fees (& taxes) are not refundable. 

There is NO PUBLIC RESALE of entries – All riders will have to provide a Government issued ID 

card when picking up your race number and packet at any of the packet pick up events. 

TRANSFERS: If the EVENT has a wait list, there will be NO TRANSFERS.  ‘Wait-Listed’ riders will 

have first priority.  If there is NOT a Wait-List, you MAY TRANSFER your paid in full entry to a 

friend or family Member for a $25.00 fee.  No TRANS AFTER 11/10/24 @ 11:59 PM (AZ Time). 

DEFER:  Entries CANNOT and WILL NOT be deferred to the 2025 Apacheria Gravel.  BY 

SIGNING BELOW, I acknowledge that I understand that my EVENT entry fee is NON-Refundable.  

Participant (signature): ____________________________________________       

Participant (printed): ______________________________________________          


